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 Are you ready to take it to the 
extreme? Torque books thrust you  
into the action-packed world of 
sports, vehicles, mystery, and  
adventure. These books may include 
dirt, smoke, fire, and chilling tales.                           
              : read at your own risk.
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 On December 16, 2014, Minnesotan 
student Gray Lacy was riding the bus 
home. He had made a Christmas 
ornament in school. He was excited to 
get home and hang it on the tree. 
 The smell of smoke suddenly filled the 
bus. The bus driver quickly pulled over to 
the side of the road. The air was getting 
thick with smoke.
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“I put my coat over my 

mouth because I knew  

it was bad to breathe  

in smoke.” 

-Gray Lacy
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 The bus driver quickly began to evacuate 
the kids. They had no time to grab their 
backpacks. Smoke billowed from the front 
of the bus.  
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 Soon after everyone was safely gathered 
outside, the bus burst into flames. School supplies 
and Christmas ornaments were destroyed, but 
everyone was safe!

“[The bus driver] said,  

‘Get off the bus because  

the engine blew, and leave 

all your stuff.’”

-Gray Lacy 
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